The Implications of an Inverted Yield Curve
■ What to Make of the Flattening Yield Curve
●
●
●
●

Yield curve has flattened significantly; 2yr10yr spread has compressed from a peak of 2.91%
An inverted yield curve has proven to be most accurate indicator of economic downturns
Since 1960, all 6 U.S. recessions have been preceded by an inverted yield curve
Yield curve inverts well before the economic indicators flag recession

■ What Causes the Yield Curve to Invert?
●
●
●
●

Longer Treasury yields tend to quickly rise to a range early in an economic expansion
Fed pushes shorter rates higher as expansion continues, eventually above longer yields
Fed has cited inflation fears each time as they have pushed short yields above longer yields
Fed has continued to hike rates even after the yield curve inverted

■ Is a Yield Curve Inversion Imminent?
● Yield curve can remain flat for an extended period (1995-2000)
● Many similarities between today’s economic backdrop and previous examples
● Key differences
▪ Inflation expectations remain anchored
▪ Fed sees risks as “roughly balanced”
● Absent more evidence of inflation, Fed should become more responsive to shape of curve
● Any confirmation of inflation could be the catalyst for the curve to invert
● The economic data certainly do not point to a recession in the near term
▪ But... economic data have historically lagged the yield curve as cycle indicators

■ The Counter-Argument: The Yield Curve Dynamics Are Different This Time
●
●
●
●

Central banks have created excess demand pushing yields below fundamental levels
However, Treasury yields have already diverged from other, high-grade, sovereign yields
With 10-year near 3.00%, fundamentals playing bigger role in valuation than they were
As yield curve flattens, 2yr10yr spread will increasingly reflect free-market perceptions
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Risks Growing as Economic Growth Accelerates
As economic expansions age, questions inevitably turn to when the cycles will turn and how interest
rates will respond. The current expansion is no different with investors now questioning its durability,
particularly given how long it has persisted. The question stems, in part, from the premise that economic cycles tend to play out over 50 to 60 months (the average length of an economic cycle from
1854 to 2009 has been 56.4 months). However, economic cycles have proven more durable during the
Modern Fed era (1987-current), with the four cycles of that period now averaging 110 months. The
current economic cycle has lasted 126 months. As the thought goes, the second longest economic cycle on record is surely due for a correction.

History shows, however, that the durability of an economic cycle is not specifically determined by the
passage of time. Rather, expansions tend to end when growth runs too strong resulting in the formation of imbalances (of varying types). It should not go unnoticed that the most defining characteristic of the current cycle has been just how slowly the economy has expanded in the wake of the Great
Recession. The average growth rate of the three previous economic expansions was 3.7% while the
current expansion has averaged a mere 2.2%. Because growth has been so tepid, imbalances have
been slower to form in the real economy enabling the current cycle to persist. However, because
monetary policy from the Fed and other central banks was so accommodative for such an extended
period, there is at least one imbalance which has likely already formed - financial asset prices.
Going forward, an economy that was already growing near capacity is now expected to accelerate;
boosted by the relaxation of business regulations, the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, new fiscal stimulus,
and a more supportive environment globally. As it does, imbalances and the subsequent risks to recession are increasingly likely to form. Already, the Federal Reserve has shifted from easing monetary policy to spur growth to normalizing policy. While the policymakers of the Modern Fed era have proven
more adept at managing these cycles, investors are correct to be wary of the growing risks.

How the Yield Curve Changes as Economic Cycles Progress
As the economic cycle has progressed and the Fed has raised its overnight target rate, the yield curve
has flattened. Much can be gleaned from the shape of the yield curve.
In a typical expansionary environment, investors require more return (yield) when making longer investments, a term premium. This is a natural phenomenon, a longer investment has inherently more
risk than a shorter investment. Historically (1987 to current), investors buying a 10-year Treasury have
required an average of 1.16% more yield than those buying a 2-year Treasury. This term premium
changes depending on the stage of the economic cycle.
When growth is weak but expected to improve, the 2yr10yr term premium has historically increased to
between 1.50% and 3.00%. This is referred to as a steep yield curve. The increase in spread reflects
both investors’ expectations that growth and inflation will be higher in the future and the fact that the
Fed tends to lower short-term rates during periods of weaker growth.
When growth is stable and expected to remain stable, the term premium declines resulting in a flat
yield curve. Again, this reflects investors’ expectations that growth and inflation will remain steady
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and the fact that the Fed has likely raised short-term rates as the economic cycle has stabilized.

When an economic cycle becomes too hot, the term premium can become negative. This is referred to
as an inverted yield curve. At a basic level, longer rates still reflect investors’ expectations for growth
and inflation over a longer holding period. However, when the yield curve inverts, the Fed has invariably pushed short-term rates above longer term rates out of fear that the economy may be overheating.
While investors may not be overtly questioning the durability of an expansion at the moment the curve
inverts, it is implicit in the reality that they are willing to accept less yield on a longer investment than
they will on a shorter investment. Moreover, once the fear is cemented in investors’ minds, the inversion can become self-reinforcing causing investors to prefer locking in longer yields in anticipation of a
drop in interest rates. Most meaningfully for investors today, an inverted yield curve has proven to be
the most accurate, most leading indicator of an impending economic correction.
As of today, the spread between the 2-year Treasury yield and the 10-year has dropped from a cycle
high of 2.91% (February 2010) to below 0.30%. The closer the spread gets to zero, the more concerned
investors will become that the second longest economic expansion on record is near its conclusion.

An Inverted Yield Curve: A More Accurate, More Timely Indicator of Recession
than the Economic Data or the Stock Market
There is no single economic indicator as accurate as the yield curve in flagging an upcoming recession. Since 1960, all six U.S. recessions have been preceded, well in advance, by an inverted
curve. While there are a variety of measures analysts use to quantify how steep, how flat, or how in-
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verted a yield curve is; the spread between the 2-year and 10-year Treasury yields has proven to be the
most reliable indicator. The 2yr10yr spread has inverted four times during the Modern Fed era including 1989, 1998, 2000, and 2005; correctly portending three recessions.
To put the yield curve’s predictive capability into perspective, consider how much earlier the curve has
inverted prior to recessions than other cycle indicators. The Conference Board publishes the Leading
Index each month which is specifically designed to flag changes in an economic cycle. The index is an
aggregation of ten different metrics which have proven, over time, to be the earliest indicators of
changing economic conditions. This index includes data on initial jobless claims, the number of hours
employees work, consumer confidence, new orders for consumer goods, new home-building permits,
new orders for capital goods, sentiment in the manufacturing sector, stock prices, and the shape of the
Treasury curve.
In the run-up to the 1990 recession, the 2yr10yr inverted 19 months before the recession began with
the spread falling as low as -0.44%. The curve first inverted 11 months before the Leading Index
flagged recession. As the 2001 recession approached, the curve inverted 13 months before the recession, falling as low as -0.56%. Again, the curve first inverted 11 months before the Leading Index indicated recession. In 2005, the yield curve inverted a full 26 months before the Great Recession, falling
as low as -0.19%. The curve first inverted 9 months before the Leading Index flagged a downturn.
Even the stock market, which should reflect just as much collective insight as the bond market, has
proven to be an inferior indicator of recessions. Stock prices have historically continued rising monthover-month and year-over-year well after the yield curve inverts.
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One False Flag
The only false indication of a recession from the 2yr10yr spread came in 1998. An exogenous global
flight-to-quality caused by the Asian financial crisis pushed the spread negative for just 25 trading days
with the spread falling only as low as -0.13%. Unlike other examples, the Fed was not actively raising
short-term rates at the time of inversion. While their policy bias was for tightening, they had last
raised their target rate 13 months prior. One month after the 2yr10yr inverted, the Fed changed its
bias from tightening to neutral, restoring a positively sloped curve. They subsequently cut their target
rate one month later.

What Causes the Yield Curve to Invert
While the most acute explanation for an inverted curve is investor preference for longer maturity securities, market analysis of the process shows that the Federal Reserve effectively hikes short-term rates
above longer term rates.
Longer maturity Treasury yields tend to respond to investor expectations for economic growth, inflation, overnight rates, and a host of other factors. As an economic cycle begins to improve, longer
yields tend to rise relatively quickly to a range reflective of how high investors expect yields to eventually rise during that cycle. In each of the last three rate cycles, the 10-year Treasury yield has realized
between 80% and 100% of its total yield increase before the Fed has completed half of its rate hikes.
The range to which the 10-year rises in each rate cycle has varied just as investors’ expectations for
growth and inflation have differed during each cycle.
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Shorter maturity Treasury yields tend to more directly track investor expectations for overnight
rates. Because Fed policy changes more slowly than market sentiment regarding future growth and
inflation, changes in shorter yields tend to occur more slowly than longer yields.
As an economic cycle heats up and the inflation risk grows, the Fed may prioritize snuffing out inflation
over concerns about an inverted yield curve. It has been the case in each inverted curve during the
Modern Fed era (except 1998) that the Fed, citing concerns about inflation, continued its rate hikes
above the yield range in which longer Treasurys were previously trading.
In 1989, longer yields were range-bound between 8.75% and 9.50% while the Fed hiked to 9.75%. It
occurred in 2000 when longer yields were holding near 6.00% but the Fed hiked to 6.50%. It also happened in 2006 when longer yields were holding near 4.50% but the Fed hiked to 5.25%. In each of
these examples, the Fed pushed short-term yields through the general trading range for longer yields,
longer yields initially rose with short-term yields, and longer yields subsequently pulled back resulting
in an inverted curve.

Why Does the Fed Continue to Hike When the Curve Is Flat / Inverted
Also worth noting, the Fed has continued to hike its target rate in these three examples even after the
2yr10yr spread has turned negative. In both 1989 and 2000, the Fed hiked another 1.00% after the
yield curve first inverted. In 2006, they hiked another 0.75% after the curve inverted. Whether an inverted yield curve has causation or correlation with a subsequent recession, these historical examples
beg the question as to why the Fed would continue pushing short-term rates higher knowing the poCraig Dismuke, Chief Economist
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tential implications. Looking back at the economic environments, it is apparent that Fed officials were
compelled, in each scenario, by strong labor data and rising risks to inflation.
By the time the yield curve inverted in 1989, the unemployment rate had fallen to its lowest rate in 14
years and nonfarm payroll growth continued at a stronger-than-sustainable pace. Moreover, Inflation
pressures were already evident. PCE inflation had risen from 1.5% to 4.2% over the two years leading
up to the inversion while average hourly earnings growth had increased from 1.7% to 3.3%.
In 2000, the unemployment rate had dropped to 4.0% for the first time in 30 years and job growth continued to be unsustainably strong. Inflation had not yet become a problem but the rate was increasing
and wage growth was holding steadily above 3.5%. Market-based inflation expectations had risen, oil
prices were up 117% YoY, and the Fed officially cited the “heightened inflation risk” as the reason they
continued to push short rates higher.
As the curve inverted in the final days of 2005, the unemployment rate had dropped to 5.0% and nonfarm payroll growth had rapidly accelerated to some of its best rates of the expansion. PCE inflation
was already running hotter than preferred at a 2.9% rate and wages were expanding 2.9%. Marketbased inflation expectations were solidly above the Fed’s 2.0% inflation target and the Fed cited the
risks to faster inflation in their official communications.
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Is a Curve Inversion Imminent?
An inversion of the yield curve is almost certainly inevitable at some point. Economic cycles are cycles,
after all. The more important question today is if the curve will invert in the near term given its accuracy in portending economic corrections. While the trend gives the appearance that an inverted curve is
imminent, history also shows that the curve can remain flat for several years. More fundamentally,
previous examples show that for the yield curve to invert, the Fed must believe that the risk of inflation
is greater than the implicit risk of pushing short yields above longer yields.
Considering today’s economic backdrop, there are many similarities to the previous examples. The unemployment rate has dropped to 3.8%, lower than at any other time during the Modern Fed era when
the curve has inverted. Nonfarm payroll growth has accelerated over the past year from a six-month
average rate of 174k to 202k, an unsustainably strong growth rate given the aging population and its
impact on labor force growth each month. But while the economic data have been strong, inflation
and inflation expectations have remained mild allowing the Fed to maintain a gradual approach to policy adjustments. Certainly, the Fed is not yet in an inflation-fighting mode. In their June Statement, the
FOMC officially noted that the economic “risks appear roughly balanced.” PCE inflation has risen to
2.0% but that remains in-line with the Fed’s target. Market-based inflation expectations for the next 10
years are just 2.1%. Economists generally attribute the mild inflation, despite ample indications of tight
economic conditions, to the inelasticity of wage growth. Average hourly earnings have held near 2.5%
even as the unemployment rate has fallen well below what officials believed would trigger inflation.
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Going forward, the Fed has projected a target rate path that would most likely result in an inverted
curve. However, they will presumably need to be convinced that the risk of inflation is greater than
their current assessment to continue on their projected path, particularly if it results in an inverted
yield curve. Absent more traction in wage growth, or some other meaningful inflation input, it is reasonable to expect Fed officials will become more responsive to the shape of the yield curve as it nears
inversion. If they are convinced that the potential for inflation is worth the risks associated with an
inverted curve, investors should take note of what this has meant historically.

Is a Recession Imminent?
By all appearances, U.S. economic growth is accelerating. A confluence of tailwinds is boosting growth
above what is expected to be sustainable longer term2. Consumers are now more confident than they
have been in 20 years. Businesses are more confident than they have been in 45 years. Tax cuts, deregulation, a record run for stock prices, and synchronized global growth have all contributed to a robust economy. In addition, government spending is now set to be accretive to growth after Congress
raised its self-imposed spending caps for the next two years. The economic environment is very strong
for the time being. As such, a recession does not appear imminent.
However, as seen repeatedly during the Modern Fed era, the economy has appeared very strong as the
yield curve has inverted prior to each recession. In fact, almost none of the leading economic indicators have flagged a downturn at the times when the yield curve has inverted. As such, an inverted yield
curve will likely be the first warning sign.
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The Counter-Argument - Yield Curve Dynamics Are Different This Time
There is a common argument that the yield curve is not as dependable of an indicator as it has been
historically. The premise underlying this outlook is that the markets do not currently reflect a freemarket assessment of risk and reward. Global central banks have created a surfeit of liquidity in the
financial markets and the belief is that the excess demand is keeping longer Treasury yields lower than
they fundamentally should be. More directly stated, longer yields do not represent investor perceptions about longer term growth and inflation. Therefore, if the yield curve inverts it is more a function
of central banks skewing Treasury prices than the markets reflecting an economic turning point. While
this argument has held some truth in the recent past and may prove to still be accurate, there are two
factors which have weakened the argument.
First, Treasury yields have broken away from other high-grade sovereign yields as the U.S. economy has
accelerated. As growth and monetary policy have diverged between the U.S. and other developed
countries, global sovereign yields appear to have had less and less of an impact on Treasury yields. The
spread between the 10-year Treasury and 10-year German Bund illustrates an ongoing divergence.
While there are a number of factors causing this, the most important takeaway is that global conditions
appear to be having a smaller impact on Treasury yields. Additionally, with the 10-year Treasury now
trading close to 3.00% and longer-run economic growth expectations of 1.8-2.0%, the argument can be
made that the fundamentals are now the biggest factor driving valuations.
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Second, foreign investors have a choice to buy shorter or longer maturity Treasurys. As the 2yr10yr
spread has flattened from 2.91% to below 0.30%, the choice to buy a shorter-maturity Treasury versus
a longer-maturity has become more compelling. Even if foreign liquidity is contributing to Treasury
valuations, once the 2-year and 10-year Treasury yields are the same, investors (foreign or domestic)
would have just as much incentive to buy shorter maturities as they would longer maturities. As such,
the global liquidity premium on financial assets should evenly affect all parts of the yield curve. The
closer the 2-year and 10-year Treasury yields become, the more the relationship will once again be an
un-skewed reflection of free-market perceptions.
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